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Problem:Problem:
Object DetectionObject Detection

CarCar Not a CarNot a Car



Difficulties inDifficulties in
Object DetectionObject Detection

 Image clutter
 Occlusion
 Pose variation
 Object variation



Proposed Method:Proposed Method:
Represent an Object by aRepresent an Object by a

constellation of Partsconstellation of Parts



What is a Part?What is a Part?

 Difficulty inDifficulty in
detectiondetection

 lack oflack of
representationalrepresentational
powerpower

Geon
s: Problems:



First: Feature DetectionFirst: Feature Detection
 Corner DetectionCorner Detection

 Low Level OperationLow Level Operation
 Looks for regions with large change in gradient in bothLooks for regions with large change in gradient in both

directionsdirections
 ((FFöörstnerrstner, Harris), Harris)



Defining PartsDefining Parts

   Step 2: Cluster patches:Step 2: Cluster patches:

   Step 1: Detect a largeStep 1: Detect a large
number of features overnumber of features over
training images:training images:



ExampleExample



AdvantagesAdvantages
 No manualNo manual

intervention neededintervention needed
to define a partto define a part

 Captures inherentCaptures inherent
variationvariation

 Low level operationsLow level operations
where any step canwhere any step can
be quite noisybe quite noisy

 Tied to featureTied to feature
detectordetector

 Redundancy inRedundancy in
representationrepresentation

 Does not necessarilyDoes not necessarily
capture intuitivecapture intuitive
notion of what a partnotion of what a part
isis

DisadvantagesDisadvantages

However:  It works!

Feature patches as Parts:



Relation over Detected PartsRelation over Detected Parts

 Discretize Discretize angle into 8angle into 8
canonical directionscanonical directions

 Discretize Discretize distancedistance
into 5 binsinto 5 bins

Any two parts have 8*5=40 possible relations between them.



Sparse Binary FeaturesSparse Binary Features
 One feature for presence of each partOne feature for presence of each part

 n total features (where n = number of parts)n total features (where n = number of parts)
 One feature for presence of a particularOne feature for presence of a particular

relation among a pair of featuresrelation among a pair of features
 n*n*40 total features (order 10^6 features!)n*n*40 total features (order 10^6 features!)

 Additional features if any of originalAdditional features if any of original
features occur additional timesfeatures occur additional times
 Theoretically no limit on number of suchTheoretically no limit on number of such

features, rare in practice.features, rare in practice.



Learning a ClassifierLearning a Classifier
 Feature set very large, but in any givenFeature set very large, but in any given

instance number of active features smallinstance number of active features small
 Winnow: learns a linear decision boundaryWinnow: learns a linear decision boundary

 Like a perceptron but with a multiplicativeLike a perceptron but with a multiplicative
rather than additive update rulerather than additive update rule

 Sample complexity grows linearly withSample complexity grows linearly with
number of relevant features andnumber of relevant features and
logarithmically with total number oflogarithmically with total number of
featuresfeatures



Learning a Classifier IILearning a Classifier II
 SNoWSNoW: Sparse Network of Winnows: Sparse Network of Winnows

 Winnow : Winnow : SNoW  SNoW     Perceptron : Neural Nets Perceptron : Neural Nets

 Theory for Theory for SNoW SNoW not well developednot well developed



Windows Windows vs vs ImagesImages
 All training data is in the form of windowsAll training data is in the form of windows

that either have the object or donthat either have the object or don’’tt
 When testing, use a scanning window overWhen testing, use a scanning window over

entire imageentire image
 Interesting problem: how to create a finalInteresting problem: how to create a final

classifier?classifier?
 Also, raises questions on evaluationAlso, raises questions on evaluation

methodology that authors address atmethodology that authors address at
lengthlength



Relation to Previous WorkRelation to Previous Work
(that we(that we’’ve studied)ve studied)

 AdaBoostAdaBoost
 Not the only algorithm for Object Recognition!Not the only algorithm for Object Recognition!

 Ivan Ivan LaptevLaptev::
 Local Spatiotemporal Features for BehaviorLocal Spatiotemporal Features for Behavior

RecognitionRecognition



ConclusionConclusion



ConclusionConclusion

I. I. Journal papers are longJournal papers are long



ConclusionConclusion

II. II. Robust method; it worksRobust method; it works
on real, difficult dataon real, difficult data



ConclusionConclusion

III. III. Active, promising areaActive, promising area
of researchof research


